**A**

**Spleen CD69 in tot. CD4**

- Un-induced
- CFA only
- CFA+MOG
- LPS
- poly I:C

*Control is significantly different from 7 and 12 day CFA and CFA+MOG samples.
**12 day CFA and CFA+MOG samples are significantly different from LPS and poly I:C at 12 days.

**B**

**dLN CD69 in tot. CD4**

- Un-induced
- CFA only
- CFA+MOG
- LPS
- poly I:C

*Control is significantly different from all samples except poly I:C.
**12 day CFA and CFA+MOG samples are significantly different from LPS and poly I:C at 12 days.

**C**

**Spleen CD62L in tot. CD4**

- Un-induced
- CFA only
- CFA+MOG
- LPS
- poly I:C

*Control is significantly different from all samples except poly I:C.
***12 day CFA and CFA+MOG samples are significantly different from LPS and poly I:C at 12 days.

**D**

**dLN CD62L in tot. CD4**

- Un-induced
- CFA only
- CFA+MOG
- LPS
- poly I:C

*Control is significantly different from all samples except LPS and poly I:C.
***12 day CFA and CFA+MOG samples are significantly different from LPS at 12 days.